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Background
•

UK committed to deep decarbonisation at the national (legally binding 80% GHG cut by 2050) &
international level -> with a net-zero domestic target under discussion.

•

Variable renewables (VREs; wind and solar) likely to feature prominently because:
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Source: IRENA – Renewable Power Generation Costs in 2017

Technology

Technical capacity potential

Generation potential

Source

Onshore wind

> 250 GW

~ 500 TWh/yr

UCL modelling

Offshore wind

> 600 GW (out to 60/70m depth)

~ 2000 TWh/yr

Cavazzi & Dutton (2016) and
UCL modelling

Solar PV

> 500 GW

~ 400 TWh/yr

UCL modelling

But higher VRE shares -> increases the sensitivity of the energy system to weather:
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<- UK weather varies rapidly in time and
space
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But also from one year to the next ->
Source: Pfenninger (2017), Applied Energy 197, 1–13.

•

Need to capture intra and inter-annual weather variability in space and time to:
–
–

Understand the planning and operational challenges
Design systems with high VRE shares that are resilient to climate variability

Methodology
•

•

high spatial and temporal resolution electricity system model
(highRES):
–

Covers GB (also a European version), runs for one snapshot year
(e.g. 2030 or 2050) at full hourly resolution (8760 hours).

–

Simultaneously makes capacity investment (annualised costs) and
hourly dispatch so supply >= demand in every hour of the year in
each zone, at least cost.

–

How much/where for:
• Generation - dispatchable and VREs
• Energy storage
• High voltage transmission reinforcement

UK TIMES (UKTM):
–

Cost optimising, long term model of the whole UK energy system.

–

2010 to 2050 in 5 year periods with as 16 time slices (4 seasons, 4
intraday) per year.

–

Spatiotemporal detail of highRES complements UKTM’s long term,
holistic view.

•

Core aim of highRES is to capture the variability of VREs in time and space
Climate reanalysis wind speeds
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“Designing low-carbon power systems for Great Britain in 2050 that are robust to
the spatiotemporal and inter-annual variability of weather”
•

What is the impact on system planning/operation when capturing the inter-annual weather
variability?

•

Here:

•

–

UKTM -> 2050 generation capacities (not VRE integration options), annual demand and emissions limit.

–

highRES -> determines how much capacity/where to install battery storage, flexible generation and
transmission line reinforcement based on each weather year.

Scenarios:
–

VRE share:
• 50%/80% of annual generation from VREs (50VRE/80VRE) -> both 80% GHG cut across whole energy
system.

–

Weather years (2001-2010):
• 10 single years, one at a time: model sees one years worth of variability at a time.
• All 10-years simultaneously: exposing the model to 10 years of weather variability at once

How do the total capacities of VRE integration options change with weather year?
50% VRE share (dark) and 80% VRE share (light)

What happens if we plan based on one year -> operate the system with the other 9

Unmet demand ->
50VRE = plan for 2008
80VRE = plan for 2005

<- CO2 emissions
Plots show annual CO2
intensities from 90 model
runs

Ongoing work: “The role of energy storage in weather resilient electricity systems

for Great Britain in 2050”
•

Energy storage could be a key option to manage intra and inter-annual intermittency, particularly for
GB given limited interconnection to Europe.

•

Build on previous study by:
–

Extending the high resolution weather data set to 25 historical years (1993-2017).

–

Allow highRES to make all system sizing and spatial deployment decisions -> better capture impact of
spatiotemporal variability of weather on system planning and operation.

–

Extend highRES beyond system adequacy to capture system security -> operating reserve and frequency
response.

–

Diversify the energy storage technologies within the model to include short, medium and long duration
options.

Ongoing work: “The role of energy storage in weather resilient electricity systems

for Great Britain in 2050”

Summary
•

Inter-annual weather variability matters ->
– Optimal installed capacities vary substantially based on weather year.
– Spread in system LCOE.

– Spatial deployment pattern of VRE sensitive to weather year.
 using a single weather year gives misleading results which are operationally inadequate and fail to
meet carbon targets
 If power systems with high shares of VREs are to play a key role in climate change mitigation system
planners must account for inter-annual weather variability

Thanks for listening
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Is system LCOE different depending on the weather year?

Are renewables located differently depending on the weather year?
80VRE scenario, allflex (dark) and flex+store (light)

